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Weathering the Windchill: How Does Wind Speed Affect How ...
www.sciencebuddies.org/science-fair-projects/project_ideas/Weather...
As wind increases, heat is carried away from the body at a faster rate, ... and determine
how the wind speed affects the rate of cooling. Objective.

The Cooling Effect of Wind | Education.com
www.education.com/science-fair/article/winds
To demonstrate the cooling effect of wind. Materials. You; Procedure. Hold the back of
your hand close to, but not touching, ... 10 Human Body Science Fair Projects ;

How does wind speed affect cooling of sweat - The Q&A wiki
wiki.answers.com › Categories › Uncategorized
Does wind speed affect the rate of cooling an object? yes How does wind speed affect
the rate of a cooling object?

How does wind speed affect the rate of a cooling object?
wiki.answers.com › Categories › Uncategorized
Does wind speed affect the rate of cooling an object? yes How does wind speed affect
cooling of sweat? a higher wind speed causes the saturated air around the ...

What Affects Wind Speed? - eHow | How to Videos, Articles ...
www.ehow.com › Hobbies, Games & Toys › Science & Nature › Nature
Understanding what affects wind speed involves looking at several ... so wind speed
accelerates from ocean to land. Cooling at night results in the opposite ...

How Does Wind Speed Affect Evaporation Rates? | eHow
www.ehow.com › â€¦ › Science & Nature › Science
How Does Wind Speed Affect Evaporation Rates?. ... How Does Evaporation Cause
Cooling? Coconut Blueberry Gelatin Stars. DIY Grid Bulletin Board System.

How will a wind chill affect your car? - Yahoo
https://answers.yahoo.com/question/index?qid=20070125180939AAwbN9q
6 posts · 5 total answers · Published Jan 25, 2007
Jan 25, 2007 · Wind chill affects the rate of cooling for objects. ... what ever the wind
speed, ... Wind increases the rate of heat loss from an object/body.

Yahoo Canada Answers - Why does wind have a cooling effect?
ca.answers.yahoo.com/question/index?qid=20100529203013AAvLo4w
Last updated: May 30, 2010 · 6 posts · First post: May 30, 2010
May 30, 2010 · Why does wind have a cooling ... and carried away from the body. The
faster the wind, ... by a surface depends on the wind speed above that ...
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